
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2019- 2020 

EAPAA Annual President’s Report 

 

Features: 

Strategy 

Largest EAP membership base  

Recognised best practice standards 

Known peak body for EAP advocacy  

Trusted partner of government and corporate customers  

Highest employee awareness of EAP’s  

Projects 

Opportunities  

 

 



 

STRATEGY 

In February 2020 key members came together for a strategic workshop to re-set the direction of 

EAPAA and ensure various stakeholder interests were captured. With a renewed focus on advocacy 

and best practice the following plan was defined for the next three years with clear goals and tactics 

to achieve success. The annual report will focus on these key areas and achievements to date.  

 

 

Mission/Role: 

 provide guidance for quality control for EAPs in Australasia 

 define professional and ethical standards in EAP provision 

 to provide recommendations for qualifications and issues of accreditation in service 
provision 

 to provide information and advice to organisations with regards to standards of program 
design and operations 

 to promote the concept and implementation of EAPs throughout Australasian 
organisations 

 to support, provide research, development and training within the EAP profession to 
provide a forum for networking within the EAP community 

Key stakeholders/target groups 

 Members 

 End users of EAP services 

 EAP Customers – corporate, government, NGO 

 Government – policy decision makers 
 

Goals 

What Targets 
1. Largest EAP membership base 98% membership from all known EAP providers in 

Australia and New Zealand with 10% global 
membership 

2. Recognised best practice standards Ensure 100% of our members comply with standards, 
they are available to be used for government 
discussions and are recognised externally as the 
benchmark for EAP delivery.  

3. Known peak body for EAP advocacy By 2023 we have over 1000 social media connections, 
over 10 strong key government contacts and are 
consulted with weekly on relevant EAP matters.  

4. Trusted partner of government and 
corporate customers 

25% conference participation from customers. 25% 
comments/inquires on social media and to EAPAA are 
from customers. EAPAA is invited to attend at least 2 
conferences annually to discuss aspects of our 
industry/research.  

5. Highest employee awareness of 
EAP’s 

EAP utilisation in Australia and New Zealand above 
10% in all industries. Employees inquiring with EAPAA 
weekly around standards and ways to seek assistance.  

LARGEST EAP MEMBERSHIP BASE 

To be the trusted and respected voice for EAP advocacy and best practice in 
Australasian Workplaces  

 



EAPAA currently has over 50 members across New Zealand and Australia which we believe 

represents close to 90% of EAP market share. All major EAP players are EAPAA members with a slight 

increase this year in the SMB space as well as the welcoming back of another major Global EAP. 

EAPAA has had the chance to survey members over the course of the year, around strategy, COVID 

response and overall impact on the market (summary of results below). EAPAA has also run tried to 

engage the membership around initiatives by inviting participation in:  

 Regular CEO forums 

 Regular NZ provider working groups 

 Strategy working group 

 Clinical governance committee for domestic and family violence 

 Productivity Commission response (Aus.) 

 Response to the National Workplace Initiative (Aus.) 

 Victorian Government Inter-agency wellbeing response to bushfires 
 

EAPAA Provider Member Survey - August 2020 
   

 
AUS data 

 
NZ data 

    How many customers do EAPAA Members cover? 8160+ 
 

3425+ 

How many employees (not including family members) 
are covered for EAP services under EAPAA Members? 8,275,000+ 

 
1125000+ 

What is the utilisation rate for EAP services (as per the 
EAPAA definition of number of new referrals in a contract 
year/number of lives covered as a percentage) 6% 

 
5.19% 

How many critical incidents have EAPAA members 
responded to over the last 12 months? 9290+ 

 
554+ 

How many hours of service did EAPAA members provide 
for critical incident or crisis counselling support in the last 
12 months? 58050+ 

 
2441+ 

Current overall client (end user) satisfaction rate from 
your evaluation tool? 90% 

 
83% 

Current overall EAP effectiveness rate? 84% 
 

70% 

 

 

RECOGNISED BEST PRACTICE STANDARDS 



In August 2019 at the last EAPAA AGM the EAPAA Service Standards were approved for the 

membership. In 2020 this was formally launched at the Comcare Inter-departmental Forum on 

Workplace Mental Health as well as on our social media channels subsequently. The standards have 

been requested by multiple government and corporate organisations throughout the year for both 

tender purposes and for government research and alignment.  In June 2020 the standards were 

released to our provider members for sign off and alignment. Although there are some members still 

to return these forms the general census has been positive.  

EAPAA has also been working to develop the audit process for the services standards which will be 

launched in early 2021 with a random selection of providers chosen annually to demonstrate 

compliance with a set number of standards. This will allow a more robust process to our industry 

and overall high-level service that EAP provides over other services. This process has been 

encouraged by both Comcare and the National Workplace Initiative as they research and develop 

new workplace mental health processes.  

The standards are now publicly available on the EAPAA website and are encouraged to be shared 

with customers and government bodies as providers see fit.  

 

 

 

In April 2020 EAPAA released a new standard – Clinical Guidelines for Domestic and Family Violence 

as a response to the Insights DVSM report outlining the consistency of clinical specialists provided by 

EAP members in this area.  

 

EAPAA is also currently finalising changes to both the Code of Ethics and EAPAA Constitution with 

the valued assistance of some of our legendary members and also external legal support. This 

process will be competed in the next 3 months and shared with membership. Updates were required 

to align with the standards as well as new technology and updated processes for complaint 

resolution.  

 

 

KNOWN PEAK BODY FOR EAP ADVOCACY 



Australian Mental Health Commission & National Workplace Initiative  

EAPAA met with the AMHC over the last year and is currently reviewing the way EAP providers can 

be aligned with their strategic direction. The NWI have AUS $11.5M to spend over 3 years which will 

be spread across a new framework (of which we have provided comment), a new digital platform (of 

which we are currently consulting) and then ongoing supports they can provide in terms of 

resources to workplaces. This provides a significant opportunity to match consumer needs with best 

practice EAP providers through the EAPAA website and service standards accreditation program.   

EAP was also featured in a COVID response letter sent to industry in March by the National Mental 

Healthy Workplace Alliance as a source of support for employees during the pandemic.  

Australian Productivity Commission  
EAPAA responded to the draft commission report which was then followed up by an invitation to a 
roundtable discussion, face to face in Melbourne. The roundtable discussion was held with the 
commissioners and other industry bodies such as the ACTU, Comcare, ACCCI, IAG, Superfriend, 
Beyond Blue, National Mental Health Alliance and Insurance Council of Australia to discuss area 19 
of the draft report with a focus on: 

 Guidelines and regulation around psychological health 

 Workers compensation and RTW 

 Provisional liability for mental health claims 

 Employer initiatives to create mentally healthy workplaces including EAP 
 

Comcare 

EAPAA was asked by Comcare to provide research that details the effectiveness of EAP’s to assist 
them in answering questions around why the Australian public service psychological claims continue 
to increase even with increased usage of EAP. They are interested in the criteria around how to 
determine if an EAP is effective and what those parameters are. EAPAA then presented at the Inter-
Departmental Forum on Workplace Mental Health (IFMH) in June. IFMH brings together Senior 
Executive leaders across APS agencies to share information on the challenges and latest approaches 
to workplace mental health. The forums are designed to enable a ‘deep dive’ into specific topics and 
recognise the impact of external events on workplace mental health. As a next step Comcare is 
currently researching the effectiveness of EAP’s and will be liaising with EAPAA through this process.  
 

Mental Health Australia  

Worked with MHA to become members this year and join their government lobbying project 

including signing a joint letter on “time to fix mental health” as part of the productivity commission  

Member survey on Qld Government Mental Health Action Plan  
Members were invited to share insights into the preferences, barriers and drivers for your organisation 
in tackling workplace mental health. 
 

Lobbying project 

EAPAA is undertaking a proactive lobbying project to both NZ and AUS govt. bodies and NGO’s. This 

process is in progress with member survey complete, databases compiled and looking to send letters 

out in late 2020, to align with NZ elections and COVID-19 interest in workplace mental health.  

TRUSTED PARTNER OF GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE 

Victorian Government – Interagency Taskforce for Bushfire Response  



In early 2020 EAPAA was approached to assist in a coordinated response from Victorian Government 

to the bushfire disaster impacting their departments. Through consultation, EAPAA advised 

government around best practice and also defined a role in consistent data collection for informed 

decision making which was utilised over a 12-week period. This response saw our providers 

members working together to support the government with a single communication channel. 

 

ASIC (Australian Securities and Investment Commission) 

Converge met with ASIC throughout the year as they explore the relationship between financial 

strain and mental health. They are developing a number of resources for workplaces which have 

been distributed to members for their customers and further discussions on research and alignment 

are planned for later 2020.  

 

DVSM Sightlines 

Working closely with our domestic and family violence partner DVSM EAPAA was able to provide 

members with opportunities this year through professional development and resources for 

customers. These included: 

 Free member workshop on Understanding and Responding to DFV disclosures 

 EAPAA presentation to DFV roundtable including Qantas, Tabcorp, CSIRO, PWC and AGL 

 EAP industry was featured in the Insights reports published in 2020  

 Resources provided for COVID-19 situation including use of technology at home and 

response guide for clinicians.  

 EAPAA featured as a case study in the 1st edition of Insight Exchange Engagement Report 

 

UniSA Research  

In 2019 EAPAA members were part of the research project run by UniSA looking at the effectiveness 

of EAP and also the impact of PSC (Psychosocial Safety Climate) with EAP outcomes. These outcomes 

have led to a further research piece planned for later this year to include both NZ and AUS EAP’s as 

follows:  We will conduct research to evaluate how EAPS could influence corporate PSC. We will 

educate 30 EAPS about PSC and co-design a process for EAPs to influence corporate PSC. Our pilot 

work (unpublished) shows a significant reduction in worker distress following an EAP and no 

decrease in PSC – as expected since EAPs focus on improving the individual. Yet PSC is a significant 

predictor of reduced distress over and above the effects of EAP. This indicates that if EAPs focused 

on improving PSC this should significantly reduce worker distress. 

 

ACTU 

Following the productivity commission EAPAA met with the ACTU WHS campaign team to discuss 
the role of EAP in a potentially regulated psychological risk environment. The ACTU is working on the 
development of a tool to assist WHS reps to be skilled in psychosocial risk factors. EAPAA has offered 
to assist with the review of the training program. 
 

Queensland Government Mental Health Forum- EAPAA has been invited as a guest presenter to this 

statewide forum being held in Brisbane in October 2020. 

HIGHEST EMPLOYEE AWARENESS OF EAPS 

Social Media 



In September 2019 we recruited a social media specialist to assist with our online presence and 
promoting messaging to end users of the service. This has now been compiled into an annual report 
attached for your reference. Below is also a sample of the schedule that sees EAPAA posting twice a 

week on social media and boosting LinkedIn following from 50 to 230 over a 1-year period.  

 

 
Digital Campaign  
EAPAA has agreed to move forward with funding a digital advertisement to be used 
on social media sites and we have contracted with an advertising firm for this development. The 
pilot will be run in NZ with our four member providers financing the advertising cost and then 
tracking referrals at intake to monitor effectiveness of the ad. We are looking at the ROI of the 
campaign in driving end users to use the EAP service. Thank you to our NZ members for bringing this 
project to life and agreeing to kick off the project. We look forward to sharing results following the 
1-month trial period. 
 
Publications 

In early August EAPAA was asked to contribute to a story from the ABC 7:30 Report highlighting the 
value of Employee Assistance Programs (EAP). With the current challenges that so many are facing 
with regard to Covid-19, the support provided to people has never been more important, and it was 
great to see the recognition of the wonderful work that mental health professionals do in providing 
assistance, often in the most trying of circumstances, to the people who need it most. 
 
https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/counsellors-helping-frontline-healthworkers/ 
12604300?fbclid=IwAR1FCIspW0qNN97QalDLHf6RPFswPlgaJQ5w21-JnOtgXyD4d3- 
dcQmzMU4&jwsource=cl 
 
EAP was also featured in HRM Online in an article the following week. 
https://www.hrmonline.com.au/employee-wellbeing/history-of-employee-assistanceprograms/? 
utm_source=HRM&utm_medium=e%2Dnews&utm_campaign=HRM+announcement&ut 
m_source=HRM&utm_medium=e-news&utm_campaign=HRM%20announcement 

 

 

 

 

PROJECTS 



EAPAssist Legal Matter and Position Statement 

Over the last two years EAPAA has been made aware that a specific organisation (EAPAssist) has 
been making false statements towards EAPAA and their members, misrepresenting themselves 
directly to member customer organisations as their provider, buying google ads in our members 
names and plagiarising marketing materials. Several of our members have taken their own legal 
action against the organisation as well as a response by EAPAA 18 months ago. Following these 
actions some modifications have been made to their website, however they continue to 
misrepresent themselves to customers and the public across various mediums. EAPAA is now 
releasing a statement that will appear on our website and LinkedIn page from next week and is also 
available for our provider members to use as they need on their own sites or with customers as per 
below: 
CAUTION: EAPAA is the peak body for Employee Assistance Programs in Australasia. Please be 
aware of organisations who are not approved members of EAPAA falsely assuming the identity of 
their customer’s EAP provider. We are conscious of these organisations sending unsolicited and 
inaccurate communications. Any such communications are fraudulent and not endorsed by 
EAPAA. 
 
EAPAA also sought legal advice around next steps in relation to EAP Assist who are falsely 
identifying themselves as the EAP provider for various customers of our member base as well as 
buying Google ads in our members names. The Google issue was taken up directly to Google with 
success over time. The legal advice we have now received on this matter is that EAPAA does not 
have a strong case for further legal action and that EAP Assist have managed to be vague enough for 
us not to have a case. I understand there are some members who have pending legal action with the 
ACCC and we will follow this closely to see if there is success which we can share with members. 
The lawyers have recommended that members should be writing to their customers and highlighting 
the spam/false emails from EAP Assist and letting customers know that unless they read these 
emails carefully, they may misunderstand the context and engage with a non contracted supplier. 
They should be warned around not assuming the communications are coming from their provider 
and that these emails are misrepresentative.  

 

EAPAA Conference/Wellness Day 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic EAPAA had to cancel the EAPAA conference scheduled for August 

2020. Although it was postponed the lack of travel between countries and states required a 

cancellation and recovery of our deposit. However to counter this issues EAPAA is planning on 

holding a Virtual Wellness Day in late October (date to come). Our wellness day is aimed at giving 

back to members and their clinical staff who have been working through the pandemic and might 

value some information on how to take care of themselves. We have a brilliant line up planned 

(sneak peak below) and will be looking to sell sponsorship packages for the day as well as individual 

tickets. More to come shortly.  

 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CLOSE 



The association has been responding and pushing the EAP message firmly this year thanks to the 

wonderful support of our executive and members. This is a time to acknowledge the progress that 

has been made over the year and appreciate the depth of work in keeping EAP as the leading 

workplace mental health solution across our two countries. There are a number of fronts which can 

be seen as opportunities for the coming 12 months, as we gain traction in some areas but start fresh 

in others. We will continue to invite the membership to be part of our strategic plan and shape the 

activities of the association, aligned with member value and outcomes. A summary of some of the 

20/21 projects are noted below for your review: 

New Zealand partnerships and advocacy 

It is fair to note that there is a huge opportunity to grow our lobbying and partnerships in NZ. Our 

members are on board with advertising to end users and we have the lobbying project waiting to go 

based on government elections later this year. EAPAA has reached out to some contacts but without 

good result at present. We are open to all assistance in this area as we concentrate on increasing 

scope in this area and leveraging off some of the work with Comcare and National Workplace 

Initiative to try and get into the conversation in NZ.  

Grading/accreditation of providers against a framework for easy decision making for the NWI 

The NWI presents us with an opportunity to re-organise the way consumers select the best fit 

provider for their organisation. This is an area Comcare are keen to explore in terms of a consumer 

guidebook to go along with our Service Standards. We have the chance to user our membership 

base and service standards to put together a matrix to allow consumers access to EAPAA members 

that suit their needs in an automated way. The close working relationship here with NWI will allow 

us to lend advice and shape this so EAP is front and centre of recommendations.  

Launch of the EAPAA audit function 

Working closely with our International interns (Eric Wei worked with EAPAA in Jul-Aug and Ngu 

Nguyen will join the team between Sep-Dec) we have developed a framework for random auditing 

of the service standards which will require implementation. Working with George Grant (Canada) in 

an advisory role we will look at the viability of also launching an external audit function for 

organisations and consumers.   

Published research  

In 2020 we explored the idea of contracted a professional services firm to assist with a publication of 

the effectiveness of EAP as a product in the workplace mental health sector to combat new 

entrants/threats to the industry. This is still being explored but would require membership funding. 

EAPAA is also set to work with both Comcare and UniSA to get some published research on the 

effectiveness of EAP within a wider Psychosocial Safety Climate.  

Media Coverage 

With the focus on mental health strong due to the COVID-19 pandemic there are further 

opportunities to promote EAP as a strong solution for individuals and families in need. We will 

continue to invest in social media but will also explore appetite for members to fund additional 

branding and Public relations campaigns.  


